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COMMENTS BY THE DIRECTOR OF PAHO ON
PRESENTATION OF THE 27TH STAFF COMMITTEE TO THE
XXV MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL OF PAHO

The Director has the honour to transmit Information Document

CD25/INF.4, prepared by the PAHO/WHO Staff Association. In introducing

the document, the Director wishes to make the following observations:

Regarding access of the PAHO/WHO Staff Committee to the Governing

Bodies, the Director wishes to bring to your attention the fact that their

views on those areas that pertain to functions for which they have a

responsibility are presented to the Governing Bodies of the World Health

Organization by the WHO Staff Committee, as indicated in Document EB-57/SR/4,

Summary Record of the WHO Executive Board.

The Organization has made available to the PAHO/WHO Staff Committee

during the last 2 years, facilities, personnel, administrative leave, telex,

and mail services to help them carry out their responsibilities, with a

cost to the Organization of approximately US$40,000.00 per year. In addition,

a considerable amount of staff time is utilized to deal with Staff Committee

activities.

As of October 1, 1976, we decided to grant the PAHO/WHO Staff

Committee the privilege of participating in the selection of personnel by

allowing them to have an observer present at Selection Committee meetings.

The Director wishes to point out that career appointments have been

suspended by WHO as of July 1976, following Resolution WHA29.48. In order

to conform with that decision, similar action has been taken by PAHO. In

1976, ten professionals and eight general service staff of the Organization

received career appointments. While on this subject, it must be emphasized

that the Director sympathizes with the advantages to the staff which result

from having a career appointment. However, considering the need to staff
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the Organization with individuals for specific projects and a financial

structure which relies heavily on extra-budgetary resources, it becomes

necessary that contract commitments to the staff reflect the ability of

PAHO to utilize their services in the future as well as to pay them from

budgeted funds.

During 1976 there were 126 staff appointments, and of those the

Director found it necessary to appoint 18 individuals without the benefit

of a recommendation from a Selection Committee. Of these, 8 were appointed

for projects not financed by the PAHO/WHO Regular Budget. In all cases,

the individuals appointed met the requirements of the post.

It is felt that progress has been made in engaging the participation

of the staff in the process that leads to decisions of the Administration.

The Headquarters Program Committee and the Program Subcommittees have

provided an opportunity for this purpose. The emphasis of a multidisciplinary

approach to programs rather than projects has also increased the participation

of the staff not only at Headquarters but in the field. Country Representatives

have been directly involved in program decision on an ongoing basis. Periodic

staff meetings, directives and other activities have been designed to improve

participation and communication among the staff.

The opportunities for training and staff development provided to

the staff have increased substantially. A Manpower Planning and Staff

Development officer has been appointed for the purpose of implementing a

planned program to enhance the knowledge and skills of the staff of the

Organization and to maximize our investment in human resources.
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Recently WHO abolished the Standing Committee for the review of

"staff at the top of the grade", primarily because of their inability to

provide feasible solutions. Nevertheless, we are presently gathering data

regarding each case where an individual is at the top of the grade and will

continue our search for appropriate solutions.

Staff members have also been provided with the opportunity to use

the internal appeals procedures when there is reasonable doubt that a staff

rule has not been applied correctly. The procedure itself is under review so

that it will strike a better balance for the staff member and the Organization.

The Director feels that such improvements or changes that may be necessary

in this respect should be made within current financial limitations.

There are a number of projects on which the Administration and the

Staff Committee have participated jointly. These include committees on

general services salary, post classification, flexible working hours, equal

rights for women, international recruitment of general services staff, and

meritorious increases.

In addition, we have developed a number of personnel programs to

benefit both the staff and the Organization on: Appraisal Report systems,

Selection Procedures, Staff Development, Training Calendars and other staff

training activities. The Staff Committee has been requested to provide their

views during the developing stages of the aforementioned programs.

The Director feels that there are areas where much work remains to

be done. Our efforts of necessity have to be within our ability to allocate

the necessary resources, bearing in mind our main objective which is to

serve the Member Governments of the Organization.
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Finally, in conveying to you the views of the Staff Committee on

selected matters in which the Committee feels that there is room for

improvement, the Director, although recognizing that there is an administrative

channel for the Staff Committee of PAHO/WHO to air its views before the

Governing Bodies of the World Health Organization, has nevertheless taken this

decision to transmit them to the Directing Council. It is hoped that this

effort on the part of both the Administration and the Directing Council

members, will be appreciated by the Staff Committee and recognized as a

further expression of our mutual interest to improve the Organization's

services to its Member Governments, through a staff whibh recognizes the

privileges as well as the responsibilities derived from being part of our

Organization.
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INTRODUCTION

By the will of the Governing Bodies, the responsibility for the

administration of the PAHO/WHO Secretariat rests with its Director. Also

by the will of the Governing Bodies, a Committee representing the staff,

called the "Staff Committee," shares the responsibility for ensuring that

the rights and the dignity of the staff are respected. This is a serious

responsibility which Staff Committees throughout the entire UN Common

System attempt to carry out.

In the UN Common System, elected representatives of the staff may

present their concerns not only to administrative authorities, but also to

their respective Governing Bodies.

It is the hope of the 27th Staff Committee that this report will

serve to maintain contact with our Governing Bodies, to bring it up to

date on issues of concern to the staff within the Secretariat, and to

reiterate Staff Representatives' desire to be called upon to address the

Directing Council whenever staff related matters are being discussed.
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i. ACCESS TO THE GOVERNING BODIES

In 1974 and 1975 PAHO/WHO Staff Representatives were permitted

access to the Governing Bodies through the Administration. At that time

the PAHO Staff Committee requested the Administration permission to direct-

ly address the Executive Committee of PAHO. The request was rejected

at the level of the Executive Committee by one vote.

The following year, the WHO/HQS Staff Association made a similar

request to the Executive Board which was approved.

We respectfully call the attention of the Directing Council to Items

8 and 9 of the joint CCAQ/FICSA* report in which it is stated that staff

representatives should have access to the governing body of the Organiza-

tion for matters within the competence of that body,

"and that access to a govehning body means not ovly a 6oruma
appearance but alZo freedom oa stad rLepeszentativ e s to rLepond
to inquiries Iom members o6 that body an well as freedom to
inform individual members o6 the staff's point of view."

We respectfully submit that although Staff and Management inevitably

have the same goals, they may differ widely on how they approach their

implementation; hence the views of the staff should also be presented to

the Governing Bodies of the Organization for their study and revision.

There need not be an adversary relationship between the two. However, any

reasonable disagreement as to how certain policies affect the conditions

of employment of the staff should be given due consideration in accordance

with the provisions of Staff Regulation 12.4,

* United Nations Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions/
Federation of International Civil Servants Associations.

- Am As 4N XrT D
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"in case of doubt a to the meaning ad the foregoing
regutLons, the Directto is authorized to ule. upon,
subject to con5irmation od the tuling by the Executive
Committee at its next heating."

In view of the fact that up to now, only "doubts" sustained by the

Administration have been brought to the attention of the Executive Committee

and the Directing Council, we respectfully request that staff representatives

be granted similar access concerning their own view as to whether interpreta-

tions given to matters pertaining to conditions of service (which fall within

the purview of their obligation under the staff rules) are in the best

interests of the staff and the Organization.

II. RIGHT OF REPRESENTATION

Staff Regulation 8.1 requires that the Director of the PASB,

"make pLovizionz for sotafL pvticipation in the discuswion oa
poaicies relating to staf qLestions."

Staff Rule 1220 requires that in any consultation,

';concetning poaicy oL conditions of sexvice, the duty elected
repuesentativez of the . taff shaU be trecognized by the Bureau
as repAresenting the view of Lttat portion of the sztaff tLom
which elected."

The intent of Staff Regulation 8.1 was clarified by Dr. B. Chisholm

to the First World Health Assembly as follows:

"tle intention od the regulation i to provide an opportunity
to stafd members to participate dutly in the discuzsion od
all conditionz. affecting theiA seAvice with the Otganization,
so thcat in the drafting and in the application of the staff
trules tThe whole stafi might have a voice thtough the S-taff
Committee which witt be set up for that purpose.."
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Shortly thereafter Staff Rule 1410 (now 1220), was approved as

follows:

"A Committee appointed by the stafd to be known as the
S.taSf Committee shall be estabished fOrL the puArpoe of
ensuting continuous contact between staf6 and the Director.
The Stafd Committee shall be entiated to participate in
the diacussion of questions r elating to appointment, pko-
motion, and conditions of zsevice.t

The term discussion is generally defined as:

"a consideation of a question in open debate..."a a aormae
tAeatment of a topic...as a discouxre in ordeA to reach
concusionz or to convince. "'

The unmistakable intent of the legislators is therefore clear.

Staff Representatives are entitled by the will of the Governing Bodies

to have a say in those conditions which affect their working life. It

is interesting to note that as early as the late forties, the Governing

Bodies already had a clear vision of this concept as reflected in the

rules.

With regard to the principle of consultation, the International

Civil Service Advisory Board (ICSAB) has stated:

"It is the duty of Management to consuRt actively and affir-
mativety with the view to agreement and not to hear the staff
out white its exceus&ive poweA of decision... .consultation is a
ptoces. not simpl y of hearing stadd view but di6cuzsing the
i64sue priot to utimate decision."

Not until February 1975, however, did the Consultative Committee on

Administrative Questions (CCAQ) deal with this important question of staff

Management relations which affect the international civil service.

* Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary.
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To this end CCAQ and FICSA agreed to convene a Joint Working Party

on Management/Staff Relations. It should be noted that the President of

FICSA was unanimously elected to chair the Working Party, which met for

one week in the Headquarters of the United Nations in New York. The

Working Party produced a report, CCAQ Document 5.41/R30 of 28 February

1975 which was submitted to the consideration of the Administrative Com-

-mittee on Coordination (ACC).

The Executive Heads of member agencies of the UN Common System, in

a meeting of the ACC (Administrative Committee on Coordination), among

whom was the Director General of WHO, endorsed the recommendations made

in the mentioned document for implementation in the various agencies.

Item 4 to 7 of the said document (CCAQ Document 5.41/R30 of

February) read:

"4. It was agteed that, as a point od departuAe, it wa6
pethaps nece6ssary and ubefuR to reiteraate what shouzd be
generally recognized at atl tevels in all otganizationz,
namely that:

'(a) An active and informed ptreentation ofS taff
views is an e sential element od good manage-
ment at atl tevets which it is in the inteesat
of the Organization to encoukage and which
trequitred as its vehicle a sta44 teptreentation
fteely established and fotmally recognized by
management;'

'(b) The staff of an organization have a tight to
patticipate in the ptrocez of determining their
conditions od service;';

'(c) The sttucture of btaff representation in any
organization is 6do decision by the staff
them6etves6;' but

'(d) Recognition of anybody as trepresenting the s-ta66
is the prehogative ad the executive head to be
exe/rc6sed in confornmity with the sTarutory pto-
viSions of the organization itelf. 1 / "

28

1/ Stari Reguelaton 8.1
Sta66 Rutes 1210 and 1220
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"5. The rLelationhip between management and stafd
tepLeetaentiv es s houlPd be that of a continuous dia-
logue which at various poiints in time and in teta-
tion to variouw6 issues may consist of fact finding
exchange o0 information, invitation o rteaction, de-
bate, conwuRtation 'actively and addiAmativety with
a view to agreement' and negotiation. The objectives
towaird which zuch dialogue should be ditected are:

'(a) A maximum exchange of ind6omation and view-
poeints.'

'(b) A mutuau underttanding of i4sues and moti-
vations. '

'(c) Agreement on a common point od view id ap-
ptoptiate to the issue undet discussion."

"6. Such a dialogue iZ fuLL y efdective only in the
context of a conveUation between equals and negotia-
tion can take peace only id that condition exists.
The Working Patty gave some thought to an attempt to
de6ine what can and cannot be negotiable but concluded
that this can only be determined in the context of a
given organization at a given moment in history.
Generhaly speaking conditions od employment and sta4d
wefarte should be negotiabe. Negotiation o06 an izsue

is possibe, of cowtse, only i6 that matteA i within
the competence o6 boath patti~e. Delegation6 o6 authot-
ity vaty widely and what may be wr&hinr the powert o6 an
executive head in one organization may be rteseved to a
governing body in anothet. Consultation with a view to
treaching a common position can and shoued be puraued
whetreve the ultimate decision Zies (and whetheA ot not
the context of the consuztation has agteement as it6
specific objective)."

"7. It was agreed that conultantion and negotiation
should take place at the towest practicat tevet and

between tho4e best infor'med about the 4pecific issue6.
Acceptance and applicati on of d this ptincipe, howeveA,
tequiLe6:

'(a) That both Organization and Staff Reptresenta-
tives delegate authority and tesponsibieitu
dOL ef6ective dialogue to those eevels;' and

'(b) Both sides must testrain any tendency to
esca-ate the consultation to higherh tevevz
unLes. it Zs teally ne-ce,.saLy.' "
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III. STAFF CONCERNS

The PAHO/kWO Staff Committee acknowledges that in management-staff

relations there have been several recent improvements in our Secretariat,

among which are:

1. provision of space facilities for an office and meeting room

for the Staff Committee,

2. provision for secretarial services,

3. provision for the use of mailing and telex facilities for

communicating with field staff,

4. provision for a Staff Observer in the Selection Committee

meetings,

5. plans for career development and staff training.

Expectations of staff in areas mentioned below, however, have not

been fully satisfied:

1. the need for a policy statement clearly defining a cohesive

career development program,

2. adherence-to the requirements of Articles 310 and 376 of Manual

Provisions which preclude that certain appointments be made

outside the competitive processes,

3. staff participation and communication,

4. input from staff representatives at the initial stage of dis-

cussion of proposals which affect the conditions of employment

of the staff,

5. top of grade stagnation,

6. adherence to the spirit and intent of Staff Rule 4.4 which
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requires that preference be given to serving staff for promo-

tional opportunities when qualifications are equal to those

of outside candidates,

7. requirements of due process in matters pertaining to the appeals

process,

8. progress in the elimination of discrimination based on sex,

9. tenure of contracts,

10. mechanisms for improving supervisors/staff human relations,

11. equal application of WHO rules to PAHO staff,

12. seemingly unnecessary expenditures.

In its awareness that these concerns and preoccupations influence

staff performance, we trust that the Directing Council will encourage

continued dialogue between staff and administration toward resolving these

matters and as a means of improving the Organization's program.

IV. PROPOSAL FOR AN OMBUDSMAN

In an effort to reach a satisfactory solution to some of the afore-

mentioned concerns, the Staff Committee has presented to the Director a

proposal for the establishment of an office of an Ombudsman.

The institution of the Ombudsman has universally been held to be an

innovative and progressive step in human relations. It is directly connected

to the ideal of just conditions of employment, to which this Organization, as

a UN agency, is dedicated, and is a direct step towards the improved communi-

cations and understanding which are vital in an organization of this nature.
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The Staff Committee would not make this proposal were it not

convinced of the need and the practical benefits to be gained by

instituting such a post. Other organizations which have established

the post on an experimental basis have chosen to continue it. At WHO,

the jurisdiction of the Ombudsman has been expanded to include EURO.

These positive results are compelling evidence of the vital role such a

post could play in our Organization, and it is for these reasons that

the Staff Committee urges that this proposal be given the most serious

consideration.

An equally compelling reason for creating an Ombudsman's position

is the ever increasing cost of appeals. It is estimated that legal fees

paid to the Organization's attorney combined with the cost of man-hours

spent by the Board of Appeal easily equal if not double the projected

cost of an Ombudsman.

Staff Representatives, therefore, wish to assure the Directing

Council that in their pursuits they do not ignore or forget the fact that

public funds, entrusted to our Member Governments by the peoples they

serve, finance the cost of the Secretariat.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion the 27th Staff: Committee reiterates its desire to be

invited to address the Directing Council when matters of concern to the

personnel of the Secretariat are being discussed.
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We trust that the Directing Council, in its awareness of the above-

mentioned concerns would promote a continuing dialogue between all the

concerned parties as a means of improving the Organization's program.

Staff Representatives shall make themselves available to any member

of the Directing Council who may wish further information on the concerns

herein expressed.

27TH STAFF COMMITTEE


